
Learning is Not a Spectator Sport
Session #2

Webinar Series with Anita Archer
February 17, 24 and March 10 and 17, 2022
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Mottos for Webinar Session 

• Learning is not a Spectator Sport. Anita Archer

• Every day, in every class, every student is 
participating by speaking, writing, or doing. Overt Responses

• Everyone does Everything. Kevin Feldman
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Active Participation during Webinar

Active Participation during Webinar
• Best Practices 
• Short Choral Responses – muted
• Choral Reading - muted
• Cloze Reading – muted 
• A real or pretend partner
• Hold-up - Response Sheet 
• Hold-up - Fingers
• Written Responses  – Paper or Chat Box
• Questions - Chat Box
• Take-Aways – Chat Box 
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Session #3 Goals 

Participants will be able to:
1. Outline essentials for implementation of active participation 

procedures with K – 8 grade classrooms.
2. Outline active participation procedures for speaking and doing in 

lessons including:
Review New
Verbal Responses Gestures/Hold-ups
a) Choral responses a) Gestures 
b) Partner responses b) Hold-Up Fingers 
c) Individual responses c) Response Cards
d) Discussions d) Response Sheet

e) Specific Response Cards
f) Whiteboards 
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Frequent Responses 
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Frequent Responses – WHY?
What are the major benefits of increasing the frequency of responses in 
lessons?

Clear and Consistent Research Results:

Increases time on task
Increases academic achievement (Learning)
Decreases disruptive behaviors
Increases intensity of interventions 

Research Review of 15 studies

Mac Suga-Gage & Simonsen, 2015
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Opportunities to Respond – How
What would be an acceptable ratio of ALL responses and Individuals?

Guidelines for Opportunities to Respond

• 70% of responses unison  (all say, write, do)

• 30 % individual responses (non-volunteers)
(Haydon, et al., 2010; Stevens & Rosenshine, 1981)
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Opportunities to Respond – How Many 
How many simple responses do effective teacher elicit in a a minute?

Guidelines for Response Rates – Current Research
(Mac Suga-Gage and Simonsen, 2015; Simonsen and Myers, 2015)

Effective teachers elicit: 
Simple Responses
• Such as: unison choral responses, gesture, response cards
• 3 to 5 opportunities to respond per minute

More Complex Responses
• Such as: partner sharing, written answer, math problem
• At least 1 opportunity to respond per minute

VERY Complex or Involved Responses
• Such as: writing to prompt, completing  experiment
• May provide only 1 opportunity to respond every 10 to 30 min.
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Active Participation Strategies
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Active Participation

Opportunities to Respond

Verbal Responses   Saying
Written Responses Writing
Action Responses Doing

All Students Respond.  When possible, use
response procedures that engage all students.
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Active Participation Procedures

Verbal Response Procedures Inclusive Passage Reading
Choral Silent Reading 
Partners Whisper Reading
Teams Partner Reading
Individual                                                                                 Team Reading
Discussion Choral Reading

Written Response Procedures Cloze Reading

White Boards
Short Written Responses
Longer Written Responses 

Action Response Procedures Use of Technology 
Gestures Computers / Crone Books 
Facial Expressions
Hold-ups

*Whiteboards 
*Hand Signals 
*Response Cards
*Response Sheets
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Active Participation Essentials
What are the four Active Participation Essentials?

The active participation procedure should:

1. Require overt responses … saying, writing, doing.

2. Involve all students.

3. Be structured.

4. Set students up for success by providing think 
time/preparation time.
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Middle School  
Active Participation 
(and Class Expectations)

Anita L. Archer, PhD
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Explicit Instruction in Action 

• #1 First Name  A –J #2 First Name K-Z

• # 1  As you watch this video, record high-leverage 
instructional practices. 
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Explicit Instruction in Action 

• #1 First Name  A –J #2 First Name K-Z

• #2. As you watch this video, take data on opportunities to  

respond.

• Opportunities to Respond Data Collection

Instructional OTR Behavioral OTR
Everyone __________________ __________________

Individuals _________________
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Feedback to Teacher  - Glows

The P’s 
• Prepared 

• Passionate 

• Present  (Even used humor.) 

• Perky

• Positive

Clarity
• Clear directions 

• Clear expectations

• Clear demonstrations 
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Feedback to Teacher  - Glows

Design of Lesson 

Goal
“You have had many teachers and classes.  I need to 

teach you how to be my students.”
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Feedback to Teacher  - Glows

Use of SLANT
“Slant summarizes what you need to do in class.”

S = Sit up
L = Listen
A = Ask/Answer
N = Nod and Note
T = Track
Systematic Instruction on Classroom expectations and 
participation procedures
The teacher proceeded systematically through each element of SLANT; explaining, 
demonstrating, and having the students practice the element. 
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Feedback to Teacher  - Glows

Use of SLANT
S = Sit up

Students sit up.  Teacher provides a rationale.
L = Listen

“Listen to the teacher and to your peers.”
A = Ask

Teacher taught a classroom routine (use of public and private 
questions);  explaining  the routine and having students practice the 
procedures using examples and non-examples. 
Public Question: “If you have a question where the answer is useful 
to everyone, raise your hand.”
Private Question: “If you have a question where the answer is only 
useful to you, put your hand on your heart and I will come and 
answer your personal question when there is a natural break.” 19

Feedback to Teacher  - Glows

Use of SLANT
S = Sit up

L =  Listen

A = Ask

A = Answer

NO-Volunteers
- Teacher introduces critical  classroom procedure – NO volunteers
(don’t raise your hands in response to a question). 

Choral Responses
- Teacher uses analogy, comparing choral responses to playing in band.
- Teacher teaches how to respond to a signal (similar to the band director 
directing the band): demonstration and practice with varying 
lengths of think time.
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Feedback to Teacher  - Glows

Use of SLANT
S = Sit up

L =  Listen

A = Ask

A = Answer

Partners
• Teacher assigns partners and numbers 1 and 2. 
• Teacher verifies numbers. 
• Teacher models partner strategy: Look, Lean, Whisper.
• Students demonstrate partner strategy.
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Feedback to Teacher  - Glows

Use of SLANT
S = Sit up

L =  Listen

A = Ask

A = Answer

N = Nod and Note

Teacher provides rationale for nodding and taking notes.
T = Track 

Teacher explains “keeping track of the teacher.”
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Feedback to Teacher  - Glows

Retrieval Review of SLANT
S = Sit up
L =  Listen
A = Ask
A = Answer
N = Nod and Note
T = Track 
Because the teacher wants the students to recall the elements of SLANT, the 
teacher:

1.  Gives the students time to study (rehearse) the elements of SLANT.
The teacher models rehearsal.

2.   Next, students retrieve the information and tell their partners the 
elements.

3.  Finally, the teacher  provides additional retrieval practice with the entire 
class.  23

Feedback to Teacher  - Glows

Opportunities to Respond  (33 responses, 4.12 per minute)

Choral Responses

The teacher requested choral responses when the answers 
were short and the same wording.

Partner Responses

The teacher had the students practice SLANT with their 
partners.  

Gestures

Students indicated ”Public Question” and “Private Question” 
with raised hands or “hands on hearts”. 

Monitoring

The teacher listened and looked carefully at all responses, 
circulating and monitoring during partner responding.
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Feedback to Teacher  - Glows

Feedback 

To the whole class

To individuals when circulating and monitoring. 
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Feedback to Teacher  - Grows

Room Arrangement: (look back at the video)

Two rows of students are facing two rows of students with no easy way to 
monitor the back rows.  End result:

- those students are receiving less attention from the teacher
- the students in the  back rows are less connected to the  teacher 

and as a result less  attentive
Consider rearranging the room so that all students are facing the teacher. 
OR
Create a new passage from the teacher arena to the back row
OR
Change rows  back to front every week.
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Verbal Responses - Saying
Structured Choral Responses
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Verbal Responses — Saying
Structured Choral Responses

•When to use: 
•Use when answers are short and the same.
•Use when rehearsal of information is desired.

•What is critical: 
•Provide a signal
•Provide thinking/preparation time if needed
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Verbal Responses - Saying
Structured Partner Responses
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Verbal Responses — Saying
Structured Choral Responses

When to use:
• Use when answers are long or different.

• Use when cognitive processing is necessary (paraphrasing, 
explaining elaborating, summarizing, comparing, evaluating).

What is critical:
• Assign the partners.
• Give students partner a designation (1 or 2, A or B)
• Teach Look, Lean, Whisper
• Give a job to both partners
• Change partners
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Uses of Partners

1. Responding  to a question, task, or directive

2. Teaching information to a partner 

3. Studying with a partner 
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Partner Uses
Responding to a question, task, or directive 

Saying  answer to partner (Partners First)
1. Ask a question or present a task or directive. 
2.  Give students thinking time/preparation time.

3. Scaffold response with a verbal or written sentence starter or 
train students to turn the question into part of the answer.

4. Have students share answers with their partners using a sentence starter.

5. Give a job to the listeners that involves paraphrasing, explaining, elaborating, 
summarizing, comparing, or evaluating.

6. Call on a student (non-volunteer) to give answer.

7. After response options:
- Provide feedback.     
- Have classmates indicate agree or disagree.

- Call on another student to repeat, paraphrase or summarize.  Discuss the 
answer.
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Verbal Responses - Saying
Individual Responses
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Verbal Responses — Individual Turns

Common but less desirable practice 

#1.  Calling on volunteers

Disadvantages:
- Specific students volunteer 

- high performing students
- assertive students 
- students proficient in English

- Non-volunteers over time don’t think or participate

Limit calling on volunteers.
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Verbal Responses — Individual Turns

Common but Less desirable practices
#2.  Calling on inattentive students

Disadvantages:
-Inattentive student unlikely to have correct response  
-Answers of inattentive student unlikely to add to richness of class 
discourse
-Attention is given to inappropriate behavior

Don’t call on inattentive students.  
To regain attention of students:
• Use physical proximity
• Give directive to entire class
• Ask students to complete quick, physical behavior
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Verbal Responses — Individual Turns

Option #1 - Partner First
1. Ask a question
2. Give students thinking/preparation time
3.  Provide a verbal or written sentence starter

4.  Have students share answers with their partners
using the sentence starter

5.  Call on a student to give answer
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Verbal Responses — Individual Turns

Option #2 - Question First

1. Ask a question

2. Raise your hands to indicate silence

3. Give thinking/preparation time

4. Call on a student

5. Provide feedback on answer OR

Engage students in a discussion
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Verbal Responses — Individual Turns

•Procedures for randomly calling on students  

Procedure #1 - Write names on cards or sticks.  Pull a card or 
stick and call on a student. 

Procedure #2 - Use iPad or iPhone app (e.g., Teacher�s Pick, 
Stick Pick, or Pick Me!)

Procedure #3 - Use two decks of playing cards.  Tape cards 
from one deck to desks.  Pull a card from other deck and call 
on a student.

What procedure for randomizing do you or will you use?
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Verbal Responses — Individual Turns

Option #3 - Whip Around or Pass 
Use when many possible answers

1.  Ask a question
2.  Give students thinking time

3.  Start at any location in the room  
- Have students quickly give answers

- Go up and down rows, limiting comments
- Allow student to pass

Note: If students are �habitual passers,� alter the procedure. Return to students who 
pass. Have them report the best or most interesting idea of their peers.   
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Verbal Responses - Saying
Discussions

40



Discussions

How to optimize participation in discussions

1. Provide a well-designed question or prompt to    
direct the discussion.  
“When running for President, Andrew Jackson called himself the president for 
the common man.  Do you agree or disagree with Jackson’s campaign motto?” 

2.  Have students plan their responses to the prompt 
before the discussion.  Have students record (write 
down) their talking points.
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Discussions

3. Have students share their ideas with their partners 
before the discussion.

4. Scaffold the discussion with sentence starters.

5.   Establish rules of conduct for a discussion.

6.   In a large class, have the students discuss the prompt   
with their team or a huddle group of 6 to 8 members.
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Discussions

Discussion sentence starters 
Disagreeing
I disagree with ________ because ____________.
I disagree with ________.      I think ______________.

Agreeing 
I agree with ____________  because _____________.
I agree with ___________   and I also  think _________.
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Discussion sentence starters 
Adapted from presentation by Kate Kinsella, Ph.D.

Agreeing

My idea is similar to __________ idea.  I think____________.

My ideas expand on _________ idea.  I think ____________.

I agree with ___________ and want to add_______________.

Disagreeing

I don�t agree with __________ because ________________.

I have a different perspective from _______.  I think________.

My views are different from ____________.  I believe______.
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Discussion sentence starters 
Adapted from presentation by Kate Kinsella, Ph.D.

Clarifying

Will you please explain _________________________.

What did you mean when you stated  ______________.

Could you please clarify your idea for me 

Paraphrasing

What I hear you saying is ________________________.

So you believe ________________________________.
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Gestures  - Doing
Hold-Ups - Doing  
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Gestures - Actions

Touch
Point 
Underline 
Highlight 47

Gestures 
Vocabulary 
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Teach the meaning of critical, unknown vocabulary words. 
Instructional Routine

Step 1.  Introduce the word’s pronunciation.
a) Write the word on the board or display the word on the screen. 
b) Read the word and have the students repeat the word.  
c) To ensure the correction pronunciation of the word, have students 

repeat the word a number of times OR have students tap and say the 
oral syllables in the word. 

• This word is relieved.   What word? relieved
• Tap and say the syllables in relieved. re lieved
• Again. re lieved
• What word? relieved
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Teach the meaning of critical, unknown vocabulary words. 
Instructional Routine (continued)

Step 2.  Introduce the word’s meaning.
Option 1:  Present a student-friendly explanation. 

a) Tell students the explanation.  OR

b) Have them read the explanation with you.

When something that is difficult is over or never happened

at all, you feel relieved.  So if something that is difficult is

over, you would feel  _______________. relieved
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Teach the meaning of critical, unknown vocabulary words. 
Instructional Routine 

Step 3.  Illustrate the word with examples.
a) Concrete examples

Object 
Actions or gestures

Watch me show relieved.  (Teacher demonstrates 

relieved.)  Show me  how you would feel if you were 

relieved. (Students demonstrate relieved.)
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Teach the meaning of critical, unknown vocabulary words. 
Instructional Routine 

Step 3.  Illustrate the word with examples.
b)  Visual representations 
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Displayed on screen

Marcus was relieved when 
the job interview was over.  
He felt ___________ relieved

The image part with 
relationship ID rId3 was not 
found in the file.



Teach the meaning of critical, unknown vocabulary words. 
Instructional Routine 

Step 3.  Illustrate the word with examples.

c) Verbal examples

• When a difficult spelling test is over, you feel _________. relieved

• When you have finished giving the speech that you dreaded, you 
feel __________ relieved
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Teach the meaning of critical, unknown vocabulary words. 
Instructional Routine 

Step 4.  Check students� understanding.
Option #1.  Ask deep processing questions.

When Maria was told that the soccer game had 
been cancelled, she said, �I am so relieved.� Why 
might Maria feel relieved? (Provide thinking time.) 

Ones, tell your partner why Maria might feel 
relieved.  
Begin by saying: Maria might be relieved because.....
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Teach the meaning of critical, unknown vocabulary words. 
Instructional Routine 

Step 4.  Check students� understanding.
Option #3 Have students generate their own 

examples.

.  

Think of a time when you felt relieved because
something difficult was over or never happened.

First ones - then twos, tell your partner a time when
you were relieved.  Begin by saying:

One time when I was relieved was________.
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Introduce the word’s pronunciation. 
Introduce the word’s meaning.

Linear Perspective 
• parallel lines

• recede in the distance

• appear to get closer 

together  and converge

• creates illusion of depth 

and distance

The image part with relationship ID rId2 was not found in 
the file.
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Facial expressions
• Students indicate answer with facial expression 
• Example: �Show me despondent.� �Show me not 
despondent.�
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Gestures Vocabulary

What vocabulary terms have you recently 
taught that could be paired with gesture? 
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Gestures 
Augment Instruction  
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Gestures to Augment Instruction 
Segmenting three phonemes in spoken words

Teaching Procedure 

The teacher says the whole word.  
The students repeat the word and 
then use hand motions to chop the 
word into phonemes.

Ex. T: nap, /n/ /ă/ /p/
S: say, /n/ /ă/ /p/

Gestures: Chop Chop Chop

Examples 

had
nap
rag
van
bat
fan
tag
man
gas
cat
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Gestures to Augment Instruction 
4th Grade Use of context clues

Strategy – Inside/Outside
1. INSIDE - Find parts of the word that give you hints about the 

meaning of the word.  

2. OUTSIDE - Read the sentence. Find hints as to the word’s meaning.

3. OUTSIDE - Read the surrounding sentences. Find hints as to the 
word’s meaning.

4. Ask yourself, �What might the word mean?�

5. Try the possible meaning in the sentence.

6. Ask yourself, �Does it make sense?�
61

Gestures to Augment Instruction 
7th Structure of Essay

• Argumentative Essay 
• Introduction 

• Gain attention of the reader
• State your claim
• Preview the reasons

• Body
• Each paragraph

• Reason 
• Details 

• Conclusion
• Wraps it up
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Gestures to Augment Instruction 
8th Narrative Paragraphs 

Paragraphs in a Narrative 

• Students indicate answers with gestures

• Example: Adding gestures when teaching narrative 
paragraphs.  “Add a paragraph when there is a 
change in the speaker, setting, situation, or time.
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What strategies you have you recently taught 
that could be paired with gesture? 
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Hold-Up  

65

1. Hold - up Fingers 
2. Hold – up Response Cards
3. Hold – up Response Sheet
4. Hold – up Specific Response Cards 
5. Hold – up Response Sheets
6. Hold – up Punch Cards 

Hold-Up Fingers 
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Hold-up Fingers 

Hand signals to indicate answer
1. Display numbered items on the screen

Example: 1. variable 2. constant 3. coefficient 4. term 

2. Display equation. 3" + 2"! + 7 = 7
3. Show equation. Point to element in 
4. Have students form answer (e.g., 3 fingers to

indicate item #3) on their desks.
5. When adequate thinking time has been given, 

have students hold up hand and show number of 
fingers corresponding to answer . 
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Hold-Up Fingers 

1. suffrage
2. majority
3. tariff
4. nullify
5. secede
6. bureaucracy

• when states left the United States
• more than 1/2 of the votes for a law
• extra tax paid on a import or export
• a government agency where non-elected 

people carry out government business
• to cancel an agreement
• right to vote

Another Procedure: Punch Cards
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Retrieval Practice of Vocabulary 



Finding the Right Use - Multiple-Choice Items 

The image part with relationship ID rId2 was not found in the file.
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Finding the Right Use

The image part with relationship ID rId2 was not found in the file.
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The image part with relationship ID rId2 was not found in the file.
A.   What detail from the article BEST

shows how Arthur Fry invented the post-it?

72

1. Spencer Silver invented a new glue that didn’t 

hold things together for long.

2. Arthur Fry sang songs in the church choir.

3. Arthur Fry attached little pieces of paper to 

pages in his songbook using the new glue.

4. Spencer Silver and Arthur Fry both invented 

new types of glue.



A.   What detail from the article BEST
shows how Arthur Fry invented the post-it?
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1. Spencer Silver invented a new glue that didn’t 

hold things together for long.

2. Arthur Fry sang songs in the church choir.

3. Arthur Fry attached little pieces of paper to 

pages in his songbook using the new glue.

4. Spencer Silver and Arthur Fry both invented 

new types of glue.

Which statement BEST tells about the 
contrast made in the article?
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1. In the article, the author contrasted Spencer 

Silver and Arthur Fry.

2. In the article, the author contrasted Silver’s use of 

the new glue and Fry’s use of the new glue. 

3. In the article, the author contrasted the pages in 

a songbook.

4. In the article, the author compared two inventors.

Which statement BEST tells about the 
contrast made in the article?
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1. In the article, the author contrasted Spencer 

Silver and Arthur Fry.

2. In the article, the author contrasted Silver’s use of 

the new glue and Fry’s use of the new glue.

3. In the article, the author contrasted the pages in 

a songbook.

4. In the article, the author compared two inventors.

What is the author’s purpose in writing 
this article?
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1. The author’s purpose was to explain how the 

post-it was invented.

2. The author’s purpose was to entertain us with a 

good story.

3. The author’s purpose was to persuade us to buy 

more post-its. 

4. The author’s purpose was to tell how to mark a 

page in a songbook. 



What is the author’s purpose in writing 
this article?
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1. The author’s purpose was to explain how the post-

it was invented.

2. The author’s purpose was to entertain us with a 

good story.

3. The author’s purpose was to persuade us to buy 

more post-its. 

4. The author’s purpose was to tell how to mark a 

page in a songbook. 

What is the BEST summary of this  
article?
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1. Arthur Fry wanted to find the right page in his songbook.  He 
invented the first post-its.

2. Arthur Fry developed a songbook with many pages.

3. Spencer Silver invented a new glue, but the glue would not hold 
things together for long.  Then Arthur Fry found a use of the new 
glue.  He used it to mark pages in his songbook.  Thus, the post-it 
was invented.

4.  Spencer Silver was an inventor who wanted to make  something 
that was useful to people.  He tried to make a glue that people could 
use.  However, the glue would not hold things together.  

What is the BEST summary of this  
article?
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1. Arthur Fry wanted to find the right page in his songbook.  He 
invented the first post-its.

2. Arthur Fry developed a songbook with many pages.

3. Spencer Silver invented a new glue, but the glue would not hold 
things together for long.  Then Arthur Fry found a use of the new 
glue.  He used it to mark pages in his songbook.  Thus, the post-it 
was invented.

4.  Spencer Silver was an inventor who wanted to make  something 
that was useful to people.  He tried to make a glue that people could 
use.  However, the glue would not hold things together.  

Hold-Up – Response Cards 

General Response Cards 
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Hold-Up – Response Cards
General Response Cards 
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Agree 

Disagree 

Yes 

No  

True 

False

Add your own.

Hold-Up – Response Cards
General Response Cards 

The image part with relationship ID 
rId2 was not found in the file.
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The image part with relationship 
ID rId2 was not found in the file.

Hold-Up – Response Sheet 
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Hold-Up – Response Sheet

The image part with relationship ID rId2 was 
not found in the file.
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The image part with relationship ID rId2 was not 
found in the file.



Hold-Up – Specific 
Academic Response Cards  
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Hold-Up – Specific Academic Response Cards

86

Executive Branch 

Legislative Branch 

Judicial Branch 
Get ready to touch the Branch of the Federal Government.
When hold your card up when I say “SHOW ME.”

Hold-Up – Specific Academic Response Cards
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Period  

Question Mark 

Exclamation Mark 
1. It is critical to request responses through out a lesson
2. Why do we need to optimize opportunities to respond
3. REQUEST RESPONSES 

Hold-Up  Whiteboards

•Response Slates (whiteboards)
•Give directive

•Have students write answers on individual whiteboards

•When adequate response time has been given, have students 
display slates

•Give feedback to students

Note: �Virtual white boards� can be created using heavy sheet 

protectors or plastic plates

Written responses will be the focus of Session #4.
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7th Grade Vocabulary 
Video and Feedback
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Video – Explicit Instruction Lesson

In classroom observation

Middle School - 7th grade

English Language Arts -Vocabulary  
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Explicit Instruction in Action 

• #1 First Name  A –J #2 First Name K-Z

• # 2  As you watch this video, record high-leverage 
instructional practices. 
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Explicit Instruction in Action 

• #1 First Name  A –J #2 First Name K-Z

• #1. As you watch this video, take data on opportunities to  

respond.

• Opportunities to Respond Data Collection

Instructional OTR Behavioral OTR
Everyone __________________ __________________

Individuals _________________
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Overall Observations  - Glows  

P’s 
•Prepared
•Passionate (Credibility)
•Present 
•Perky

Use of technology (document camera)
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Clarity  - Glows

• Directions “Ones, say the sentence to your 
partner.  Use the sentence 
starter”

• Expectations 

• Explanations
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Teacher-Student Relationship  - Glows

• Connected with students
• Smiles
• Proximity
• Eye contact

• Set students up for success

• Positive interactions (4 to 1 ratio)
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Design of Instruction - Glows  

Instructional Routine
• Vocabulary words treated with same steps
• Vocabulary words: discard, Indistinct, absurd, curtail

• Routine
• 1.  Introduce the word’s pronunciation.
• 2.  Introduce the word’s meaning.
• 3.  Illustrate the word with examples.
• 4.  Check for understanding.
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Design of Instruction - Glows

Additional Vocabulary Procedures
• Many exposures to word

• Repetition 

• Part of Speech

• Synonym

• Word Family 

• Absurd

• Absurdly

• Absurdity 
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Delivery of Instruction - Glows

Opportunities to Respond
Frequent Responses
• Choral Responses when answers were short and the same
• Partners – already established … labeled ones and twos

T. asked a question
T.  Provided thinking time
T.  Called on a student
T.  Provided a sentence stem
S.  Said answer 
T.  Provided feedback

• Individuals
• Non-Volunteers
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Delivery of Instruction - Glows

Whip Around or Pass used with variety of possible short 

answers

• Choral Reading

• Hand Signals 
• Which vocabulary term am I thinking about?
• Students indicate answer by holding up fingers.
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Delivery of Instruction - Glows

• Monitored 
• Circulated and Monitored

• Walk around
• Look around 
• Talk around 

• Monitoring of individuals was equitable
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Delivery of Instruction - Glows

Provided feedback

• Feedback to individuals when monitoring
• Quiet and Private
• P = Praise
• E = Encourage
• C = Correct
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Opportunities to respond

Article 
Active Student Responding

Exit Ticket:
1) Take-Away from this session
2) Topics you would like addressed in future 

sessions.
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